The Tech is concerned

(Continued from page 4) which afflicts the lives of at most five people for half an hour," to which Gottlieb refers. For this matter, had General Assembly meetings really as little impact as Gottlieb seems to think, The Tech probably would not devote so much space to them. Unfortunately, from time to time student government tries to spend their constituents' money in outrageous ways, or restrict their First Amendment rights. But apparently those sorts of complaints more seriously if I thought she actually read The Tech. As it is, I am inclined to treat her comments the same as those of people who say, "I never read the arts section, because all those of people who say, "I never read the arts section, because all

Regardless of the currently most widely held theories on economic development, the usual order of rich dictating to poor, and outlines the kind of policies that should be offering the more fortunate about issues that affect us all. "A concise and enlightened view of economic events" - Gordon Kendall, The Harvard Cooperative Society

Students can save on Levi's® Cords - 15.99

Save $4 on Levi's® Cords - 15.99

The jeans you depend on like an old friend. They look as right with a sport coat as they do with a sweatshirt. Classic Levi's® jean styling - straight legs, five pockets and the traditional taffeta fit and extra comfort of 88% cotton/12% polyester corduroy. An old friend in navy, beige, grey, black, wheat and brown. Waist sizes 29-38, leg lengths 29-36. Reg. $20 SALES $15.99

Enter LEVI'S® HOME TEAM U.S.A. SWEEPSTAKES at THE TECH COOP

Gift the U.S. team a supportive message and you may find yourself at the summer games for 1 week with up to 9 friends - all expenses paid. (Grand prize worth $50,000.00). Pick up an entry blank in the Young Men's Shop and cast your vote of confidence. No purchase necessary.